
Cyndie, creates, works and lives in Long Beach, Washington.

Cyndie is the founder of Feminine Mastery, creator of the Feminine Mastery Archetypes, celebrated author of True Calling, Awaken

the Power of Your True Self, and host of the Feminine Masters ™ Interview Series and The Feminine Shift ™ Podcast. Cyndie is a

feminine leader channeling divine feminine wisdom and empowering women to individually exalt and collectively co-create the

emergent feminine paradigm as the essential framework for a new and more prosperous world.

Cyndie has grown Feminine Mastery into a global community through her Archetype Quiz, Online Programs, Interview Series and

Podcast. She mentors women collectively through The Feminine Shift Podcast and other platforms as well as privately through her

Exalted program. Cyndie is extending Feminine Mastery’s presence overseas through upcoming events as well as her signature

women’s retreat on Maui.

Cyndie founded Feminine Mastery as an essential framework to bridge the gap from the collapsing masculine paradigm to the

emerging feminine paradigm. She designed Feminine Mastery as a path that guides a woman to flourish in the new feminine

paradigm by following the blueprint of her Mentor Archetype to manifest her desires, dreams and destiny. Each program along the

Feminine Mastery path draws from the extraordinary energy, power and feminine codes of her original Feminine Archetypes while

guiding women through the three feminine shifts of freedom, power and mastery, ultimately empowering each woman to become the

woman she was born to be.

Wholly embodied in her feminine mastery, there is a light and warmth emanating from Cyndie’s presence. Born the youngest of five

girls she has an affinity for sisterhood and love for women making her a natural feminine leader. She embodies all of her Archetypes

and aspects of the feminine to personally transform and live her own deeply fulfilling life in love, work and family.

From writing children’s books as a child to launching startup companies in her marketing career, Cyndie is an ingenious creator with a

passion for innovation. She discovered her power to manifest as a young woman by noticing that what she wrote in her journal

magically came true. She discovered her calling in 2005 when the door to her corporate career closed, opening the door to her destiny

on the island of Maui. It was on walks with her then toddler son, she began to receive cryptic messages that evolved into soul

channeled guidance resulting in the creation of her original Feminine Archetypes and book True Calling.
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